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Abstract

To optimize the search of the clonal selection algorithm for the optimal solution, the selection operator is improved and a novel clonal selection algorithm is designed. The selection operator is compared with such selection operators as Roulette Wheel Selection operator, Tournament Selection operator, and Sampling Selection operator. The selection operator is improved to increase the accuracy and efficiency for finding the optimal solutions. The experimental results show that the novel clonal selection algorithm performs better than the traditional clonal selection algorithm due to the adjustment of the selection operator.
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1. Introduction

As we know, there are some analogous points between immune algorithm (GA) and clonal selection algorithm (CSA), though they are substantially different. In recent decades, some researchers have attempted to integrate the two algorithms as new hybrid algorithms, which will perform better than each single algorithm. For example, Licheng Jiao et al. added immune methods into the GA and designed an immune genetic algorithm [1], which mainly includes two steps, i.e. vaccination and immune selection. Antariksha Bhaduri used GAIN, a hybrid mathematic algorithm based on the GA and Artificial Immune Network, for optimizing university time table scheduling problem [2]. Selection operator is an essential of genetic algorithm, which determines the performances such as convergence, feasibility and efficiency of the whole algorithm. Apparently, it occupies position among the series of steps researchers concern mostly of immune algorithm. In this paper, selection operators usually employed in genetic algorithm and based on fitness are transplanted to the CSA after adjusted and improved to lead the CSA to perform more astringently and multifariously. Firstly, the clonal selection algorithm and the importance of selection operators are discussed. Then, some usual genetic selection operators are introduced and improved edition provided and embedded into the CSA. And in the end, simulation experiments suggest that the improved selection operators can be used the CSA.

2. Clonal Selection Algorithm and Selection Operator

Both the genetic algorithm and the clonal selection algorithm are originated from some biological mechanisms in nature. Leandro Nunes de Castro proposed the clonal selection
algorithm in 2000 [4]. From then on, more and more researchers are interested in the CSA, and thousands of papers are published.

The clonal selection algorithm mainly constitutes of selection operation, clonal operation, mutation operation, memory operation and several other steps. From Figure 1, basic flow of the clonal selection algorithm is presented. Fitness calculation means that fitness between antigen and every antibody of the population is calculated to measure similarity/affinity during antigen-antibody interactions. It can be described by a function mathematically. For example, in optimization problem the objective function value of the related antibody is commonly used, or in handwriting character recognition an equation contributes to the similarity between feature matrices, normalized, of binary images [5]. Selection operation will save the antibodies of which fitness supers and others would be discarded. After selection operation, clonal operation makes antibody selected is cloned based on the size of the fitness, which is called clonal operation. In the mutation operation, mutation ratio is proportional to the value of fitness. Greater antibody fitness determines smaller the mutation rate, and vice versa. In order to improve the local search ability, the ratio tends to a decreasing trend according to the number of iterations.

The algorithm involves two selection operations: the first happens till the cloning and selection operation and the second happens till the excellent antibody is memorized. Thus, selection operation has great significance for the algorithm.

3. Design of Selection Operators

In the clonal selection algorithm, the selection operation is always based on the fitness of antigen and antibody. So the following discusses Genetic Related selection operators that use the information concerning the genetic relatedness of individuals are proposed [6].

3.1. Roulette Wheel Selection

Roulette Wheel Selection [7], one of the earliest selection operators, so simple and practical that widely adapted, is raised by John Holland, the creator of genetic algorithm. To a great extent, it is on the basis of the ratio, fitness account for in the population and stochastic which takes more than the former. The principle can be described as:

\[ P_i = \frac{F_i}{\sum_{j} F_j} \]

Here, \( N \) is the total number of population, \( i \) is the label of the \( i \)th individual, \( F_i \) is the fitness of the \( i \)th individual, \( P_i \) is the stay ratio of the \( i \)th individual.

It is apparent from the equation (1) that the greater the fitness of individual, the ratio left will be bigger. And the equation selects only one individual once, so iterated to select multiple demanded. In the case of allowing individual select repeatedly, one of the computing process is to use \( P_1, P_1 + P_2, \ldots, P_1 + P_2 + \cdots + P_i, \ldots, P_1 + P_2 + \cdots + P_{N-1} \) to divide [0, 1] into \( N \) intervals after calculating \{ \( P_i \) \}; then to produce a stochastic number \( p \) between [0, 1]. When \( P_1 + P_2 + \cdots + P_{i-1} < p \leq P_1 + P_2 + \cdots + P_i \) is given, the \( i \)th individual will be selected.

3.2. Tournament Selection

Most tournament selection [8] is stochastic, divides the population into several subpopulation, just as tournament has several stadiums. Fitness comparison processes among individuals in the subpopulation. Elect the most high-fitness individual or some
most high-fitness individuals, preferred to be stayed. Though there is strong stochastic in the selection operation, still it can ensure high-fitness individuals selected in a great probability and the lowest fitness individual condemned. Provided the number of population is $N$, tournament selection can be: (1) divide the population into $m$ subpopulations, so every subpopulation has $N/m$ (rounded, commonly set to be 2); (2) compare and sort fitness in each subpopulation separately, select the top $n$.

3.3. Sampling Selection

There are two types of sampling selection [9]: one is in a determined way, and the other performs stochastically. Determined sampling selection guarantees high-fitness individuals preserved and low discarded. Here is:

(1) According to fitness, calculate number of offspring:

$$n_i = N \cdot \frac{F_i}{\sum_j F_j} \quad (2)$$

(2) Round down $n_i$, so achieve the number of ith individual offspring $n_i'$; then set the offspring individuals, whose sum is $N' = N - (n_1' + \cdots + n_i' + \cdots + n_N')$.

(3) According to the size of decimal part of $n_i'$, sort the population, preserve the former $N'$ individuals.

The other, Remainder Stochastic Sampling with Replacement, the improved edition of the deterministic sampling selection, defers from the above on the third step. In this selection operator, the third step is replaced by the other stochastic selection, for example, Roulette Wheel Selection, and is determined by decimal part of $n_i$.

Based on the above three selection operators, the clonal selection algorithm (CSA) is designed as below.

Start algorithm

Init antibody population and antigen
FOR:
- Fitness calculation
- First selection
- Clone operation
- Mutation operation
- Fitness calculation
- Second selection
- Remember operation
- Mutation ratio adjustment
IF: Converge judgment $==$ Yes
- Go to End of the algorithm
ELSE
- Add new population
- Go to the FOR beginning
END
END
End of the algorithm

Figure 1. Clonal Selection Algorithm based on the Selection Operators
4. Improvement of Clonal Selection Algorithm

In general, the selection operation of genetic algorithm have large randomness, it is obviously not suitable for clone selection algorithm if employed directly. In the progress of selection operation of roulette wheel selection and tournament selection, stochastic operation ranges the entire population commonly, which means great randomness. As shown in Figure 2, distribution of fitness between random antibodies produced by computer and antigen, it can be revealed that in random selection, those low-fitness antibodies that will be selected to selection operation have a great impact to offspring.

![Figure 2. Distribution of Fitness between Random Antibodies and Antigen](image)

It is these considerations that the improved operation can be that the selection range in antibodies with higher fitness, not only ensuring less low-fitness impact, but also bringing certain randomness. One of the solutions is to provide a parameter $r_1$, which is used to control the individual ratio of antibodies join in selection operation. Another parameter $r_2$ means the selection ratio in roulette wheel selection and the number of sub-groups in tournament selection.

The randomness of sampling selection mainly related with the decimal part of the number of offspring, the integer part directly represents the degree of fitness, larger fitness then more probability selected. Yet, fundamentally, the selection probability of an individual has a great relationship with the distribution of fitness. If the distribution of affinity in population is uniform, In other words, the variance is small, difference between selection probability of individuals would be small and randomness larger; If the distribution variance larger, high-fitness individuals would more likely be selected, or definitely. In order to adjust or fix the randomness of sampling selection, the proportion accounted for the fitness of the total population is divided into parameter $s_n$ parts. And the length of a part replaces the unit ‘1’ to calculate the numbers of individuals. Adjust equation (1) to the following formula:

$$n_i = N \cdot \frac{1}{\sum_{j}^{N} \frac{F_i}{F_j} \cdot \text{Integer}(\text{max}(F) - \text{min}(F))}$$

$$s_n$$

(3)
5. Experiments and Analysis

To validate the feasibility of applying the three strategies in the clonal selection algorithm, function 1, which has several peaks, one of them is the highest and one of them is close to the highest, is employed to do the test. Function 1 has two regions. One is called Highest Region which is a locate region of the highest peak, and the other called Sub-highest Region, also a locate region but of the sub highest peak. Because the stochastic element added into clonal selection algorithm should be proper, just replace the first selection in the algorithm to the top three strategies. Some parameters are set as below:

- Population Number: 200
- Code Method: 2-bit
- Mutation Ratio: 0.01
- Generation: 100
- Number of the 2nd Selection: 10
- Normal Selection parameter: \( \text{Number of the 1st Selection} : 10 \).
- Roulette Wheel Selection parameter: \( r_1 : 0.2, r_2 : 0.5 \)
- Tournament Selection parameter: \( r_1 : 0.2, r_2 : 0.5 \)
- Stochastic or Determined Sampling Selection parameter: \( s_n : 5 \)

The region parameter of Highest Region is set as the rectangle \([9.1, 8.8, 10, 10] \), and the parameter of Sub-highest Region is set as the rectangle \([9, 3.4, 10, 6.7] \).

The fitness function is calculated as below:

\[
f(x, y) = (0.5 + \frac{\sin(\sqrt{x^2 + y^2})^2 - 0.5}{1 + 0.001 \cdot (x^2 + y^2)}) \cdot x^2 + x + y
\]

100 tests were processed applying the above strategies. In every test, we got a best fitness. Table 1 shows the statistics data on the best fitness value, the worst fitness value, number of individuals located in the Highest Region, number of individuals located in the Sub-highest Region, the mean value of fitness and the variance of fitness. From the result data, we can confirm that the new clonal selection algorithms of the three selection operators are better than that of the traditional selection operator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Experimental results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Best solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional selection operator</td>
<td>111.5988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roulette selection operator</td>
<td>111.6650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tournament selection operator</td>
<td>111.6650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Det Sampling selection operator</td>
<td>111.6650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sto Sampling selection operator</td>
<td>111.6650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

This paper applied some selection operators into the clonal selection algorithm to improve the performances such as the best solution, the worst solution and the fitness. Experimental simulations show that the new clonal selection algorithms of the Roulette selection operator, the Tournament selection operator and the Sampling selection operator perform better than that of the traditional selection operator. This improvement
will result in better security optimization such as learning of unknown viruses of some computer systems and networks.
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